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Overview
Air Fantastic manufactures a variety
of different machines which provide
continuous
sanitizing
WashYourAir™
cleansing ions that wash your air.
WashYourAir™ continously emitts a dry
version of the liquid Hyrdogen Peroxide at
safe level. Hydrogen Peroxide was used to
decontaminate Ebola infected areas.

dust. If the exposure to airborne pollen
or dust is minimized, people’s allergy
symptoms will gradually reduce.
Heavy and large airborne particulate
contaminants such as dust, pollen,
allergen, and dander can remain airborne
indefinitely at certain levels due to positive
static energy that repels the particulate
from the ground, which is also positive.
Airborne particulate contaminants can
easily be observed when sunlight shines
through the window in the morning.
This technology produces negatively
charged ions that can make these airborne
particulates settle down on the floor. Lab
results from the West Texas A&M University
proved that up to 99% of particulates were
reduced in 72 hours.

This WashYourAir™ technology uses a
catalytic process to derive ions from the
moisture in the air. These ions neutralize
odors, sanitize the air, and create a healthy
living environment at the same time. This
cleaning process is similar to the one we
find in nature where unpleasant odors,
such as road kill, garbage, and skunk spray
are eliminated through oxidation. The
benefits of this technology are summarized
in the following sections.

Reducing Exposure to
Harmful Airborne Gases

Reducing airborne
contaminants

WashYourAir technology can also quickly
reduce the harmful Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs). The VOCs are actually
broken down on a molecular level.
Customer lab tests showed a 60% reduction
of Formaldehyde in 24 hours and an 80%
reduction in ammonia in one hour.

Test results from the West Texas A&M
University prove that this process is safe
and effective in reducing dangerous
airborne and surface bacteria, including
Staphylococcus Aurous (Staph bacteria)
and the drug resistant MRSA bacteria.
The tests also prove that this technology
has successfully reduced airborne
contaminants such as mold, fungus,
and bacteria up to 99% within 72 hours.
In addition, a customer performed an
independent test and proved that this
technology could reduced 80% of surface
bacteria in just one hour.

Green Technology
WashYourAir Technology sanitizes and
deodorizes your enivironment without
using chemicals, anti-bacteria agents,
synthetic deodorizers or enzymes. In
addition, all of our machines are energy
green friendly and require very little
electricity (~15W).

Since the bacteria are reduced through an
oxidation process and not an anti-bacterial
solution, this technology reduces the
possibility for germs to become immune
to anti-bacterial agents through mutation.

If you have any question or need help
choosing the right machine, please feel
free to e-mail Mark Mueller at markm@
airfantastic.com or call him at (512) 8925327.

Providing Allergy Relief
Most allergy symptoms are a result of
people breathing in airborne pollen or
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How WashYourAir™Technology Works
The heart of the Air Fantastic machines
is a cell composed of an ultraviolet
lamp surrounded by sequential parallel
aluminum disks impregnated with a four
metal catalyst. The ultraviolet energy and
the white catalyst creates an environment
that allows the recombination of water
(H2O) and oxygen (O2) molecules to
produce four ions with the main ion as
Hydro-peroxide (H2O2).

Ion is a very weak derivative of Ozone
and quickly breaks down as it enters the
environment. Unlike ozone generators
that create noticeable high levels of
ozone, the ozone measured from our
residential machines at 4 feet registers at
zero or is negligible.
Outdated technology with UV only lamps
installed in the HVAC systems can only
kill germs within 8” of the lamp. Unlike
this outdated technology, our UV lamp
generates sanitizing ions that can travel
throughout the entire room to kill germs
and bacteria.

Similar to the liquid Hydrogen Peroxide
found in brown bottles at the drug store,
Hydro-peroxide is a dry airborne virtually
odorless ion that has the ability to travel
everywhere and can sanitize air & surface
bacteria, virus, mold and fungus.

This technology is GREEN friendly
because it uses very little energy. Most of
our machines only use approximately 15.
watts. The CAP3000, CAP5000 and CAP
7000 use very little energy and can be
easily installed into the HVAC duct work

Three other oxidizing ions are also
produced at the same time, including
Super Oxide ion (O2-), Hydroxyl Radical
(HO-), and Ozonide Ion (O3-). Ozonide

Air Fantastic’s WashYourAir™ Four Ion Process
Ultraviolet Lamp
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Mayo Clinic Study Implicates Fungus
as Cause of Chronic Sinusitis
Mayo Clinic Researchers found:

• Chronic sinus infections are an immune system response to fungus.

What is Chronic Sinusitis?
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• An inflammation of the membrane of the
nose and sinus cavity.
• Common symptoms are runny nose, nasal
congestion, loss of smell and headaches.
• Chronic inflammation leads to small
growths in nasal passages (polyps).
• Its incidence has been increasing steadily
over the last decade.
• One of the most chronic diseases in United
States (37 million sufferers).
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Chronic Sinusitis

Arthritis

Orthopedic
Impairment

Hypertension

Common Chronic Diseases (U.S.)

Fungi discovered as Root Cause

• Until 2003, the cause of chronic sinusitis was not known.
• “Fungus allergy was thought to be involved in less than ten percent of cases,” says Dr.
Sherris.
• “Our studies indicate that, in fact, fungus is likely the cause of nearly all of these
problems.
• It is not an allergic reaction, but an immune reaction.”
• With 210 patients with chronic sinusitis, they discovered fungus in 96 percent of the
patients’ mucus.
• They identified a total of 40 different kinds of fungi in these patients.
• As long as fungi remain, so will the irritation.
• Researchers distinguish chronic sinusitis as sinusitis that lasts three months or longer.
• Thousands of kinds of single-cell fungi (molds and yeasts) are found everywhere in
the world.
• Fungal spores (the reproductive part of the organism) become airborne like pollen.

Antibiotics not effective

• Antibiotics and over-the-counter decongestants are widely used to treat chronic
sinusitis.
• Antibiotics are not effective for chronic sinusitis because they target bacteria, not
fungi.
• Some people develop allergies to fungi and many people also develop a different
kind of immune system response.

How can Air Fantastic can help?

• Air Fantastic technology helps reduce airborne microbial (mold, fungus, & bacteria)
by up to 99%.
• This reduction in airborne fungus may significantly help chronic sinusitis sufferers
from airborne fungi.

National Health Center Statistics.
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Scientific Test Data:
Reduce Pollen/Dust up to 99%
Overview

22 years by using this technology, instead
of spending over $1.5 million in repairs.

West Texas A&M University conducted a
study to verify the reduction of airborne
microbial (mold, fungal, & bacteria)
and aeroallergen (pollen) with this air
purification technology.

AeroAllergen (Pollen)
Aeroallergens were measured at a
distance of 1 feet, 2 feet, 4 feet, 6 feet,
and 12 feet from the placement of the air
purifier.

This study concluded that poor Indoor
Air Quality (IAQ) not only contributes to an
unhealthy environment but also hastens
a building’s deterioration.

Figure 1 shows the distribution of the
aeroallergen count after the treatment
of the air in the room after 24, 48, and 72
hours. There was almost no aeroallergen
left close to the air purifier after 72 hours
of treatment.

According to a study described in School
Health1, one school would have spent
$8,140 on preventative maintenance over

Figure 1
Distribution of Aeroallergen in
Control Set with Air Purifier
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Scientific Test Data:
Reduce Airborne Bacteria/Mold up to 99%
Microbial (Mold, Fungus, and Bacteria)
Petri dishes measured microbial colonies at distances of 1 feet, 2 feet, 4 feet, 6 feet, and
12 feet from the 6point of air purification before turning on air purifier. The results of
the test are presented in the following figures1.

Figure 2
Number of Microbial Colonies Produced in the Control Set BEFORE
Any Treatment of indoor Air with the Air Purifier
(Measured at 1 ft., 2ft., and 4 ft.)

Figure 3
Number of Microbial Colonies Produced in the Control Set AFTER
Any Treatment of indoor Air with the Air Purifier
(Measured at 1 ft., 2ft., and 4 ft.)

1.

School Health: www.health.state.mn.us/divs/eh/schools/index.htm
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Scientific Test Data:
Reduce Airborne Bacteria/Mold up to 99%
Figure 4
Distribution of Microbial Colonies in Control Set
(WITHOUT Treatment of Air Purifier)
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Figure 5
Distribution of Microbial Colonies in Control Set
(WITH Treatment of Air Purifier)
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Scientific Test Data:
Helps Eradicate MRSA
MRSA is a drug-resistant Staph
infection that kills more Americans
each year than AIDS. A small wound
looking like a spider bite can
deteriorate into a serious injury and
might result in death within days.

A study conducted at West Texas
A&M University using our AF4000
and CAP3000 HVAC probes showed
the eradication of the surface
bacteria MRSA. Figure 6 shows the
reduction of MRSA bacterial colonies
with our AF4000 and CAP3000 HVAC
probes in a controlled environment.

Figure 6
Distribution of Reduction of MRSA Bacterial Colonies in Control Set
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Type of Air Machines

Buy Air Fantastic & Save Money!

=

+

+

+

AF3000 (1 unit)

HEPA (6 units)

Average Cost:
$6.45/month

Average Cost:
$66.22/month

• Covers up to 2,300 sq ft
• Cost: $499 (1 unit)
• Annual lamp cost: $33
• Cost over 9 years: $687

(over 9 years)

+

+

• Covers up to 2,224 sq ft (6 x 374 sq ft)
• Cost: $1,056 (6 x $174)
• Annal filter cost: ~$762 (6 X $127)
• Cost over 9 years: $7,152

(over 9 years)

Other units: AF1000 = 4 HEPA, AF3000 = 8 HEPA, CAP3000 = 8 HEPA
7

Which Home Would You Like To Live In?

WITHOUT WashYourAir™
(Airborne Mold/Bacteria)

WITH WashYourAir™
(After 2 weeks)

WITH WashYourAir™
(After 6 months)

Comparison to Other Technology
Air Fantastic
(WashYourAir™ Ion Process)
Produces Four Sanitizing Ions:
• Hydroperoxide (Main Ion)
• Super Oxide Ion
• Hydroxyl Radical Ion
• Ozonide Ion (NOT OZONE)

Air Filters
(HEPA, Charcoal)
• HEPA filters are basically just
“PAPER FILTERS”.
• Charcoal filters can only
absorb VOC and does not
break VOC down.

Treats ENTIRE HOME.

Typically treats only one room. Typically treats only one room.

Sanitizes BOTH air and surfaces.

CANNOT sanitize air or surfaces.

Helps eradicate Staph & MRSA
surface bacteria (W. Texas A&M).

CANNOT sanitize Staph or MRSA. CANNOT sanitize Staph or MRSA.

NOTE: Ozone level @ 2 ft. or
more is practically at zero.

Other Air Purifiers
(Negative Charged Plate)
Only traps contaminants on
negatively charged plates from
small area.
(Not an ion technology)

CANNOT sanitize air or surfaces.

University tested to reduce:
• Only traps contaminants for • Only traps contaminants for
• Up to 99% of Airborne
a small area (~350 sq ft).
a small area (~350 sq ft).
Microbial (up to 3000 sq ft). • Trapped Bacteria and Germs • Plates become less effective
• Up to 99% of Airborne
on filter can grow & multiply.
as it becomes more dirty.
Particulates (up to 3000 sq ft)
Actually breaks down Volatile
Organic Compounds (VOCs)
on the molecular level.

• Paper filters (HEPA) CANNOT Plates CANNOT reduce any
reduce VOCs. Charcoal filters VOC.
only absorb VOCs & become
useless when saturated.

• Breaks down almost any odor! • Paper filters (HEPA) CANNOT • Charged plates CANNOT
• Musty/Moldy
• Pet Odor
actively break down odors.
actively break down odors.

• Urine Odor
• Cooking Odor
• Dead Rat
• Paints
• Cigarette Smoke •Carpet Fume
• Old Home Smell

• Asthma & Allergy sufferers
report relief in 2 to 10 days.
• NO filters (uses 3 yr. lamp)
• Green friendly: Uses very
little electricity (~15 Watts).
• Super quiet fan.
• Annual lamp cost: ~$33

• Performance varies for
Asthma & Allergies.
• Requires expensive filters.
• Very high electricity usage.
• Very loud & noisy.
• Annual filter cost: ~$200.
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• Performance varies for
Asthma & Allergies.
• Requires frequent cleaning .
• Uses limited amount of
electricity.
• Quiet to no level of noise.
• Requires no filters.

Our Residential Products
Product

SRP/
Area (sq ft)

AFToGo

$249

Lamp

$45
(1 yr)

Size
6.6” D
4.4” W
1.4” H

< 175 sq ft

AF1000

$399

2,300 sq ft

• Brushed Aluminum
casing with whisper
quiet fans
• 12 VDC, 15 Watts
• 3 yr warranty on
machine; 1 yr: lamp.
• 2 to 3 yr lamp life
• AC/DC transformer
(110~240 VAC)

$79
(~3 yr)

4” D
• Average Size home
4” W
(non-smoking)
15.5” H • Small home
(smoking/pet)
• Hotel lobby
• Office area
• Smoking hotel room
• Large basement
(~1,500 sq ft)

• Brushed Aluminum
casing with whisper
quiet fans
• 12 VDC, 15 Watts
• 3 yr warranty on
machine; 1 yr lamp.
• 2 to 3 yr lamp life
• AC/DC transformer
(110~240 VAC)

$89
(~3 yr)

4” D
• Large home
4” W
(non-smoking)
15.5” H • Average home
(smoking/pet)
• Doctor’s office
• Hospital
• Out-patient surgery
center

• Brushed Aluminum
casing with whisper
quiet fans
• 12 VDC, 15 Watts
• 3 yr warranty on
machine; 1 yr: lamp.
• 2 to 3 yr lamp life
• AC/DC transformer
(110~240 VAC)
• 2 yr warranty on
machine and lamp.
• 2 yr lamp life
(for non-smoking
application)
• 15 watts

(Non-smoking
application)

500 sq ft

(Smoking/pet
application)

AF4000

$599
3,000 sq ft

(Non-smoking
application)

1,000 sq ft

(Smoking/pet
application)

CAP3000

$899

Self install

$1,099

Installed

3,000 sq ft

(Non-smoking
application)

Includes:
• Carrying case
• Adhesive stand
• Cig. Lighter plug
• International 100~240
VAC AC/DC converter.
• 1 yr warranty & lamp life

4” D
• Apartment
4” W • Small homes
15.5” H • Doctor’s waiting room
• Classroom
• Hotel room
• Small basement
• Too weak for
smoking/pet odor

1,000 sq ft

$499

• Travel & auto
• Musty hotel room
• Smelly rental car
• Hospital room!!!
• Helps sanitize MRSA!
• Yacht/Boat/RV/Plane
• Too weak for
smoking/pet odor

Warranty &
Specifications

$69
(~3 yr)

(Non-smoking
application)

AF3000

Usage

$249

(2 yr)

6” DIA
11” H

• Install in the central
AC system
• Residential
• Office area
• Small commercial
• Restaurant
• Larger units available
in CAP5000

1,500 sq ft

(Smoking
application)
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Our Commercial Products
Product

IonBlaster
Mini

Usage

Covered
Area

Warranty &
Specifications

Technology

• Quick odor
reduction for
single room.
(Unoccupied)
• Large area must
use auxiliary fan.
(Occupied)

500 sq. ft.
(UNOCCUPIED)

• Office area
• Doctor’s office
• Excellent Odor
control
• Place in large area
up to 3,000 sq.
ft. to help reduce
symptoms from
allergy & asthma.

• 2,000 ~ 3,000
sq. ft. for
low odor
environment.
• 1,000 ~ 2,000
sq. ft. for
high odor
environment.

CAP3000

• Central Air Purifier
(CAP)
• Installed in HVAC
plenum.
• Small offices
• Doctors offices
• Convenience stores

• 2 yr warranty
• Up to 3,000 sq. • Advance
Oxidation
• 2 yr lamp life
ft. (275 m2) for
non smoking
Technology with • 13 watts
one 9” ion cell.
• 110 ~ 240 VAC
environment.
• Up to 1,000
• 24 VAC (HVAC
sq. ft. (90 m2)
controller)
for high odor
• 5” DIA X 11”
environment.
• 1 lbs.

CAP5000

• Installed in central
AC system.
• Pet store and nail
salon
• Offices
• High rise Buildings
• Schools
• Hospitals

• Up to 5,000
sq. ft. for non
smoking
environment.
• 2,000 ~ 3,000
sq. ft. for
high odor
environment.

TIBU6000

• Outdoor Trash Ion
Blaster Unit
• Connect to Trash
Compactor
• Excellent Odor
Control
• Helps break down
bacteria

• Up to 30 cubic • Advance
yard trash
Oxidation with
dumpsters
six 14” lamps.
• Unit is custom
made to order.
• Additional
lamps are
available
(optional)

AF4000

Up to 5,000
sq ft with
auxiliary fan.
(Occupied)
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• Advance
Oxidation
Technology with
two 9” ion cells.
• LOW/OFF/HIGH
setting. (Low =
one 9” lamp on;
High = two 9”
lamp on)

• 1 year
warranty
• 2~3 year
lamp life (for
non-smoking
application)
• 104 watts
• 4” x 6” x 18”
• 8 lbs.

• Advance
• 1 year
Oxidation
warranty
Technology with • 2~3 year
one 6” ion cell.
lamp life (for
• Whisper Quiet
non-smoking
application)
Fan.
• 15 watts
• 4” x 4” x 15”
• 5 lbs.

• Advance
Oxidation
Technology with
one 14” ion cell.

•
•
•
•
•

2 yr warranty
2 yr lamp life
18 watts
110 ~ 240 VAC
24 VAC (HVAC
controller)
• 5” DIA X 14’
• 2 lbs.
• 1 yr warranty
• 2 ~ 3 yr lamp
life
• Outdoor
stainless steel
• 20” x 16” x 15”
• 40 lbs
• 110 VAC

Customer Testimonial

Severe Child Respiratory & Allergy Problems

First I would just like to say Thank You. My daughter has been
sick since we moved here due to allergies. I was spending close
to $300 per month in doctor bills. Since having the machine
she has had a complete turn around. No more doctors! My other
daughter was born with RSV & has had breathing problems for
11 years. Now with the machine, she can breathe easier & sleep
through the night.
Thank you Air Fantastic, you have saved our families health.
					Ginger H.
				
AF3000 owner

Customer Testimonial

Dog with Severe Allergies & bleeding Sores

I would like to give my sincere thanks for helping my dog Molly with
her skin problems. Three months ago we were at the vet every other
week trying different medications for a severe skin irritation. I had not
changed any cleaning supplies in my home nor were there any changes in the household environment that I could come up with. The vet
put Molly on Prednisone, a cortisone medication taken orally. After
two weeks on the medication the whole right side of Molly’s body was
bloody and raw. The vet said it could be fungus in the air or something
else in the air in my home. Within three days of plugging in your air
purification unit, Molly’s right side scabbed up and started healing. It
has now been three months and Molly’s has grown her fur back and is
symptom free. I feel our home is now safe for both dogs and myself.
Thank you for your help.

S. Smith
Tucson, AZ
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Customer Testimonial

Decomposition & Old Building Smell

SPARKMAN/CRANE
FUNERAL HOME

Air Fantastic, LLC
4406 Eagles Landing Drive
Austin, Tx 78735
Dear Mr. Mueller,

September 21 , 2012

Earlier this year we purchased 4 Air Fantastic 4000 units. At that time, our Funeral Home began to share a common building with our Central Care Center,
where the embalming and storage of decedents is handled. With the chemicals
and other odors that are associated with that area of our building we were
concerned about smells circulating into the Funeral Home side of the
building, where members of the public visit. In addition, our building is over
55 years old and had the stale smell of a building that age. For someone that
works in the building on a daily basis, the smells described above can become
natural and unnoticeable. But, I knew our money had been well spent when
some of our client families would tell us how nice our building smelled,
which had never happened before. We have been please with the results and
would recommend the device for anyone in a similar situation.
Sincerely,

Erica Nelson
Funeral Director

10501 GARLAND RD *

DALLAS, TEXAS 75218 * (214) 327-8291
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Customer Testimonial
Severe Chemical Odor & VOC

B & B Body and Paint
6518 N. Lamar
Austin, TX 78752
To Whom It May Concerns:
I have been in the auto body repair business for over 15 year and I
am always surrounded by high levels of paint fumes. Two weeks
ago, Mark Mueller from Air Fantastic stopped by and informed me
that the Quadruple Ion technology can quickly remove VOCs such
as paint fumes. I was slightly skeptical but he allowed me try out
the Plug-in unit in my small manager office (~100 sq ft). Within
one hour, all traces of paint fumes and odors were totally eliminated. I am very impressed at the effectiveness of this Quadruple Ion
unit. I would recommend this unit to anyone that wants to quickly
remove paint fumes.
Sincerely yours,

Bobby Roberts
Manager
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Customer Testimonial

Decomposition & Formaldehyde
OFFICE OF THE POLK COUNTY MEDICAL EXAMINER
Gregory A. Schmunk, M.D.
1914 Carpenter Avenue
Des Moines, Iowa 50314
(515) 286-2102 Fax (515) 286-2208

August 19, 2008
Mark Mueller, President
Air Fantastic, LLC
4406 Eagles Landing Dr.
Austin, TX 78735
Dear Mr. Mueller:
I am writing to update you on our satisfaction with your Air Fantastic 4000
unit, which we purchased last month. As a forensic pathologist and Medical
Examiner, we frequently encounter cases which have very strong odors due to
decomposition. In the past we would be able to notice these odors in our main
morgue room even with a very high air turnover. We installed the unit in the
walk in cooler where the bodies are stored and since that time minimal odor
is noted even within the cooler itself. Outside the cooler the air is now very
pleasant. All of our employees have noted the vastly improved conditions. The
unit is compact and highly efficient and takes up virtually no space installed high
on the shelf. Elimination of pathogens such as bacteria will be important to us.
The added benefit of reducing atmospheric gasses will also be an advantage as
we utilize formaldehyde on a regular basis and want to minimize our exposure to
this potentially dangerous chemical.
Thank you very much fro your excellent products. I can obviously attest to it’s
efficacy under the most difficult of situations.
Sincerely,

Gregory A. Schmunk, MD
Medical Examiner
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Customer Testimonial
Extreme Cat Urine Odor

To whom it may concern:
We had an apartment here at Riverside Meadows that had a strong cat urine
smell. This smell was so bad that the painters had to wear masks when they
painted the unit.
We had the pad under the carpet pulled and the concrete treated with bleach
and carpet cleaned and treated but the smell seem to be in the walls. The smell
was still so bad that the cleaning crew had to wear masks. At that point I heard
about Mark Mueller with Air Fantastic.
Mark Mueller persuade me to put a small QuadIon machine (Ionblaster 1000)
in the apartment for 48 hours and it made a great improvement but the smell
was still there so he put the large unit (Ionblaster 7000) in for another 48 hours
and the smell was gone.
Today, two weeks later, the smell has not returned. This machine is much
cheaper than replacing carpet and sometimes even after replacing the carpet the
smell still lingers.
Air Fantastic is wonderful and I would highly recommend it to anyone suffering from strong odors that you need to get rid of.
Sincerely yours,

Susan Ashford
Manager
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Air Fantastic,

LLC

For any questions feel free to contact us for a no hassle consultation:
Website:
Email:
Toll Free:
Voice:

www.AirFantastic.net
markm@airfantastic.com
(877) 424-7326
(512) 892-5327

